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J.A. Steel releases teaser trailer and
poster for Blood Fare
November 24, 2010
By Paul Pritchard

Horror, Trailers

J.A. Steel, the award winning writer and director, released the
first teaser trailer of her fourth feature film Blood Fare.

Blood Fare is a Civil War ghost story with a modern
twist, by J.A. Steel and Co-Producer Christian K. Koch.
It is the tale of Corporal Henry Trout, who in 1861
fought valiantly in a forgotten skirmish after the first
battle of Bull Run. 150 years later, he will come face to
face with his descendants as the battle for blood
continues on a haunted battlefield. Tyler and her
brother Chad, Henry’s fifth generation grandchildren,
will challenge the very legend of Charon the Ferryman,
as the lines between the living and the dead become
blurred.
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Go wild in the country with the trailer for
Bicycle Day (17)

John Woodliff: Loved the trailer mate , i’m part of
The Zombies That Ate Sheffield with my friend
Tommy ,...

Animated Noir: Trailer for The Wrong Block (1)
C.C Barnouin: This looks amazing! I can’t wait to see
more.

A New Age Nightmare: Trailer for The
Commune (3)

Elisabeth Fies: Ha! Thanks! I never expected that to
piss people off instead of making them laugh, but
what are you...
Paul Pritchard: And it’s a movie about a CULT. Good
point well made 

The best and worst of youth work. Trailer for
Yoof Projekt (4)

logey: i loved it iv just seen it at the salford film
festival,I can really relate to it, themessage is so
true, they...
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